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A large class ~ of finite algorithms for fairly dividing a cake using k of fewer cuts 
is described. Assume an algorithm assigns piece X i to player Pi using associated 
probability measure #i on measurable subsets of the cake X. If M(n, k )= 
max~ mini(/z~(X~)) and N(n, k) = maxd(number  of i such that/z~(X~) ~> l/n) then 
for n~>2, M(n,n -1)= l / (2n-2) ,  for n>~3, M(n,n)>~l / (2n-3) ,  and for n~>4, 
M(n, n + 1 ) ~> 1/(2n - 4). Also N(2n - 2, n - 1 ) = n. © 1995 Academic Press, Inc. 
The problem of fairly dividing a cake among n players apparently 
originates with Hugo Steinhaus in 1948 [ 7 ] .  After giving a finite algorithm 
to accomplish fair division he went on to say, "Interesting mathematical 
problems arise if we are to determine the minimal number of cuts necessary 
for fair division." 
In order to continue to explore the question raised by Steinhaus of the 
number of cuts used we follow the formulation of Woodall [9] used also 
in [5]. 
The cake X is a Lebesgue measurable compact set in E n. Each player Pi 
has an associated probability measure Pi defined on Lebesgue measurable 
sets, which is absolutely continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. The 
class of algorithms d we consider satisfies: 
1. Each player Pi, 1 ~< i ~< n, evaluates pieces of the cake according to 
his or her fixed measure/~z which satisfies the conditions above for the 
measures. The players know nothing about another player's measure xcept 
for the values on the pieces already cut. The measure used by each player 
might be any measure compatible with the information given on the values 
of the pieces already cut. 
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2. After each of the finite number of steps, some player Pi (the algo- 
rithm may specify or be indifferent) cuts a single existing piece A into two 
Lebesgue measurable pieces A 1 and A2. If player Pi cuts, the values ¢t~(A1) 
and/~(A2) may be specified to be any two non-negative numbers uch that 
¢ti(A1) + #~(A2) =/z~(A). This cut is made by Pi without any a priori infor- 
mation about other player's opinions of A1 or A 2. So,/zj(A1) and #j(A2) 
may be any non-negative numbers satisfying the additivity condition. In 
particular, the algorithm starts with a first cut on X with/zi(X) = 1 for all 
i (rescaling the measures if necessary). 
3. After the cut on A is made the values #~(A1) and/ l  i(A2), 1 ~< i ~< n, 
become known and may influence how the algorithm proceeds. No 
resulting branch of the algorithm exceeds a fixed number of steps k. At the 
end of each branch the resulting pieces are distributed to the players in 
accordance with instructions given by the algorithm. 
In particular, any form of the moving knife is ruled out. Our proof will 
cover the cases where a referee makes some of the cuts. Indeed, a cut by 
a referee is equivalent o a cut made by a player without specified sizes of 
the two resulting subsets. In both cases, values on the two pieces by all 
players are not specified in advance of the cut. 
In this paper we address the general question: If a restricted number of 
cuts (therefore pieces) are to be used, how close can one come to a fair 
division? If there are n players then n -  1 cuts will result in each player 
receiving a share of exactly one piece. It seems unlikely that with just n 
pieces every player can be guaranteed what the player thinks is 1/nth of the 
cake, but how much can be guaranteed ? Also, as we allow more cuts, can 
we guarantee shares closer to l/n? 
We examine two different interpretations of the word "close." First we 
establish some results on the maximum amount of cake that can be guaran- 
teed to all the players if a restricted number of cuts is used. The second inter- 
pretation of"close" asks: How many players can be guaranteed 1/nth of the 
cake if a restricted number of cuts is used ? We now formalize these ideas. 
Assume there are n players and the class .~¢ of all finite algorithms 
described above using k or fewer cuts are considered (k>>-n-1). If 
X= X 1 w X 2 w -.. w Xn and X~ is assigned to P~ by the algorithm, define 
M(n, k) = max min (/~(X~)), 
N(n, k) = max (number of i such that ¢zi(X~)/> l/n). 
Thus M(n, k) gives our first measure of how close one can come to fair 
division with a restricted number, k, of cuts. Of course, with fixed n, 
M(n, k) = 1/1l when k is sufficiently large. On the other hand, N(n, k) gives 








For n players 
M(n, n -  1) = 1 / (2n-2)  if n~>2 
M(n, n) >1 1/(2n - 3) if n >~ 3 
M(n, n+ 1)/> 1 / (2n-4)  if n~>4. 
For  part (i) we prove two statements: 
I f  n players view a piece of cake A (not necessarily all of the 
original cake) with value/~g(A), i = 1, 2, ..., n, then each can be guaranteed 
t l i (A)/ (2n-  2) of the piece using a finite algorithm with at most n -  1 cuts. 
(b) It  is impossible to guarantee all players more than txi(A)/ 
(2n - 2). 
Both claims are proved by induction. For  (a) and n = 2, one cuts the 
other chooses suffices. Suppose (a) holds for n = 2 .... , n -  1, and n ~> 3 is 
fixed. Take players {P~,...,P,} with piece A. Let P1 cut A=A 1 uA 2 
so that #I(A,)//~(A)=Itl(Az)//al(A)=½. Set /~o=iti(Aj)//~i(A), for i=  
1, 2 ..... n; j=  1, 2; and assume 1/21 ~/231 ~ - ' "  ~ ]~nl SO that kt22 ~<l~32 
• " ~</z,2. We may further assume i f jo=[- (n+l) /2~ that /aj0,1~> ½. We 
observe for use in Case 2 below that ½ > (J0 - 2)/(n - 1). 
Case 1. I f# , ,  >~ (n -  2)/(n - 1) assign A2 to P1 who gets (½) #I(A)  > 
(1/(2n-2))lUl(A). By induction {P2,-.., Pn} can divide AI with at most  
n -2  cuts and each gets at least I~(A,)/(2n-4)=(lx~(A1)//~(A)).  
(#i(A)/(2n - 4)) i> ((n - 2)/(n - 1)). ((/zi(A))/(2n - 4)) = t~z(A)/(2n - 2). 
Case 2. There is a first j+  1 >J0,  where/z j+l ,  1 < ( J -  1 ) / (n -  1), so 
/~ j+~.z>(n- j ) / (n -1) .  Let {P2,...,Pj} divide A, with j -2  cuts, with 
Pi getting at least /~j(A~)/(2j -4)<<.(1/(2j -4))(( j -2) /(n-1))(#~(A))= 
(1/(2n -2 ) ) /~(A) .  Then P1, Pj+ 1, ..., P ,  divide A2 using n - j  cuts, with P~ 
getting at least (1/2(n - j ) ) /~(A2)  ~> (1 /2 (n - j ) ) ( (n  - j ) / (n  - 1))/~;(A) = 
(1/2(n - 1)) /~(A).  
For  (b) we observe, since there are n -  1 cuts, each player will get a 
share consisting of a single piece. (It is this statement which allows us to 
prove (b) when k = n - 1. We have not been able to prove a similar state- 
ment to (b) when k >~ n in the results which follow.) 
We first prove the following statement using induction on n. 
STATEMENT Sn, j. Let A be any portion of the original cake. Given any 
number of players j >~n let such, j be any algorithm which describes a finite 
branching procedure by successively making n -  1 cuts on A and which 
assigns the resulting n pieces X i to n specified players Pi (may be different 
players on different branches) with the remaining j -  n players assigned the 
empty set. Then there is a set of j measures which can be associated with the 
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players, so that regardless which set Q of n players are taken from the j 
players, along any branch there is a P i 6 Q with #i(X~)<~ (1 /2n-  2)/zi(A ). 
For n = 2 suppose the j measures are equal. Then Se, j is true for all j >~ 2. 
Induction Hypothesis. Sn, j is true for all j ~> n. 
Now look at the case for n + 1. Given any ~ + 1, j and piece A, for any 
j >~ n + 1 we now show the existence of j measures on A so that for every 
subset Q of the j players with [QI = n + 1, and every branch of ~,  + 1.j there 
is a person Pi~ Q with/~i(Xi) ~< (1/(2(n + 1) -2 ) ) /~(A)  = (1/2n)/t~(A). 
The algorithm dn + 1,j starts with a first cut made by one of the players 
producing A=AIwA 2. If the cutter is player P1, we may assume 
1 A ~I(A1)~<½~tl(A) and /zl(A2)>~/~1( ). For every non-cutter P~ we must 
allow for the case where measure /zi satisfies I~i(A2)=(1/n)/~e(A) and 
/ze(A1)=((n-1)/n) la~(A).  This is permitted by assumption 1 about the 
class ~¢. We argue that it is impossible to cut A2 further. The algorithm 
will necessarily describe a method of making n - 1 additional cuts. We look 
at cases on what may happen to piece A 2. 
Suppose two or more players share A2. Disregarding what may happen 
to A 1 we have either: 
Case 1. At least two of {P2, P3,...,Pj} share pieces from A 2 
(possibly with PI). If P2 and P3 receive pieces from A2 (alone or with 
others) and measures/~2 and #3 are identical (allowed by assumption 1) 
they cannot both have more than (1/2n)/~(A). 
Case 2. Players P1 and P2 (or one of P3, ..., Pj) share A2 with one 
more cut. To improve on (1/2n)/z2(A), P2 must cut A2 and take his or her 
larger piece. This fails to guarantee P~ any fixed amount. (We have used 
assumption 2 on ~¢.) 
Hence the remainder of the procedure d,, + ~, j cuts A 1 exactly n - 1 times 
and assigns the resulting n + 1 pieces (one being A2) to n + 1 players. So 
the algorithm d,,+ 1, j on A and the values/z~(A1), ffi(A2), 1 ~ i<~j, place us 
on a branch of ~¢, + 1,j which induces an algorithm ~¢,, j on A1 with the 
observation that along any branch in ~¢,.j the player who receives A2 
under ~¢, + 1,j will receive nothing under ~¢,, j. But we may assume by the 
induction hypothesis that there are j measures on A1 which make Sn, j true 
for ~, j .  on A~. These measures have extensions to A1 wA2 so that each 
measure is compatible with the assumptions made earlier on the values of 
/~i(A1) and/~(A2). 
By hypothesis we know for any set Q' of players with I Q ' I=  n and any 
assignment along any branch made by ~,~ there is a player P~ ~ Q' with 
p~(X~) ~< (1/(2n - 2))/z~(A1) ~< 1/(2n - 2). ((n - 1)/n)/z~(A) = (1/2n)/~(A). 
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Thus, for any set Q with IQ l=n+l  there is a PieQ with /~i(Xi)~< 
(1/2n)l~i(A) under s¢,,+t, j. Thus Sn+l, j  is established, and statement (b) 
which is Sn, j for j = n and X= A follows. 
The proofs of parts (ii), (iii) are similar to statement (a) in part (i) but 
are somewhat more intricate. 
In the induction step begin by having P1 cut X=Al t3A2 so that 
#11 =/~12 and label the pieces and players so that/~21 ~>/*31/> "'" ~>/2,1 with 
#J0, 1 >~ ½. In (ii), if #nl ~> (2n - 5)/(2n - 3) let P1 have A 2 and let P2, ..., P ,  
share A1 using n - 1 cuts. In (iii) the case/~,1 ~> (n - 3)/(n - 2) is also easy. 
In (ii), if/1,1 < (2n - 5)/(2n - 3) there is a unique k, J0 ~< k ~< n - 1, so that 
/~k, 1 1> (2k -- 4)/(2n -- 3) and/~k+ 1, 1 < (2k -  2)/(2n - 3). Let P2 ..... Pk share 
A1 using k -2  cuts and P1, Pk+l, ..., P, share A2 using n-k+ 1 cuts. 
Part  (iii) is similar, except k is chosen so that /%1 >~(k-3)/(n-2),  but 
/ /k+ 1, 1 < (k-2)/ (n -2 ) .  
COROLLARY 1. For n >>. 2, N(2n -- 2, n -- 1 ) = n. 
Theorem l suggests that possibly M(n,n+k)>~l / (2n-3 -k )  which 
would mean that M(n, n + k) = 1/n for some k ~< n - 3. However, this seems 
unlikely as the most efficient known algorithms require O(n log n) cuts 
[3, 5], and it is conjectured that no O(n) algorithm is possible [3].  
It can be shown that M(3, 3) = ½ but M(4, 4) = ¼ so (ii) is not necessarily 
best possible. Also, M(5, 6) = ~ which improves (iii) for n = 5. Theorem 1 
and its corol lary can also be used to establish some specific values for 
N(n, k) such as N(4, 2 )= 3, N(4, 3 )= 3, N(6, 3 )= 4, N(8, 4 )= 5, etc. 
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